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Introduction

In his poem “The Poetry Demon” 詩魔, the Tiantai monk Gushan Zhiyuan
孤山智圓 (976–1022) depicts his impulse to versify as an interruption of his
evening religious practice.1
2
4

My chan mind is vexed by the poetry demon,
“The moon cold and a gentle breeze”—what to do about it?
All night I try to subdue [the demon, but] subdue I cannot!
A horde of [Māra’s] minions come and come.

禪心喧撓被詩魔
月冷風清奈爾何
一夜欲降降不得
紛紛徒屬更來多

The poetry demon (shi mo) is a metaphor for an irresistible urge to
compose verse. In this poem, just as the poet begins to still his mind for
evening meditation, the muse descends upon him.2 The beauty of the moon
calls to the monk, who begins actively contemplating poetic phrases instead
of concentrating his mind. As fragments of poetry interfere with the poet’s
religious duties, he recalls Śākyamuni Buddha encountering Māra on the
night before awakening. The poet battles his thoughts as if they were demons,
minions of Māra, the enemy of liberation. In “try to subdue, subdue I cannot,”
a caesura punctuates the repetition of “subdue” ( jiang 降), and the poem
turns to describe defeat in the face of an unrelenting desire. Zhiyuan’s poem
itself performs his succumbing to poetic temptation. The poem is a clever
depiction of a devout Buddhist monk encountering the pleasures of verse. It
is a poem about the intersections of the Buddhist path and Chinese poetry.
Buddhist monks in China’s Northern Song (960–1127) and Southern
Song (1127–1279) dynasties wrote prodigious amounts of poetry. At the same
time, they propagated prohibitions, warnings, and canonical exhortations
against monks engaging in literary endeavors. How did this discourse about
the dangers of poetry shape historical poetic practices? During the Song, most
Buddhists still understood Chinese poetry to be an “outer” form of knowledge, not part of the “inner learning” essential to the path of awakening.3
1. Xianju bian (ZZ56.934a24-b2).
2. I treat Chan as a proper noun in reference to the Chan lineages and the literature and
teachings associated with the people who identified with that lineage; lowercase chan denotes
dhyāna, or meditation. Zhiyuan, a Tiantai monk, was referring to the latter. Following guidelines
in Foulk, “Histories of Chan,” 28.
3. This topic is detailed in Chapter 4. The indigenous Chinese use of “inner” and “outer”
asserted innate hierarchical relations, as explained in Campany, “Very Idea of Religions,”
307–309.
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Such an understanding underpins Zhiyuan’s depiction of poetry as Māra.
Poetry itself is not the Way. At the same time, hymns and songs celebrating
the joys of liberation were recited in daily liturgies, and Buddhist teachers
were expected to use poetic forms to propagate the dharma. This book is
about how Song-dynasty monks understood and navigated the multiple relationships between poetry and the Way.
The Song era was a watershed in Chinese Buddhist history. The received
traditions of earlier times were reshaped into forms, sects, and literatures that
greatly influenced later traditions and mediated their understanding of the
pre-Song past. This distinctive period was the time when a new literati culture
bloomed. Following the violent demise of the Chinese aristocracy in the final
decades of the Tang dynasty (618–907), the power of patronage shifted first
to regional rulers and then to the scholar-officials and other educated elites.4
During the Song, a class of literati bureaucrats attained positions of authority
and exerted broad influence over cultural productions.5 Leading monks often
belonged to this new class of cultured men and were active participants in
the exchange of poetry and letters. At times, monks wrote poetry addressed
directly to literati supporters,6 but judging from extant collections, Buddhist
abbots and monastic officers most often exchanged poetry among themselves,
not in appeals to lay patrons. These poems exchanged within monastic communities are especially worthy of our attention for what they reveal about how
monks understood and practiced poetry with one another.
Most monks’ poems were composed in Buddhist monasteries, which
during the eleventh to fourteenth centuries underwent significant reformations. A new kind of monastic legal code known as the “rules of purity” (qinggui
清規) became widely adopted from the eleventh century on through the Yuan
dynasty (1271–1368).7 Along with the classic Buddhist disciplinary rules, or
Vinaya, these Chinese monastic codes instilled values and regulated many
aspects of Chinese monks’ daily lives as well as their social and religious rites.
In addition, new printed primers, encyclopedias, lexicons, and other educational materials for monks propagated normative attitudes to poetry as well
as knowledge of literary forms and conventions within monasteries. Monks
themselves put these attitudes into practice, visible especially in paratexts,
4. See Brose, Patrons and Patriarchs, on regional patronage in the tenth century, which reconfigures Buddhist history from the late Tang to early Song, following insights from Tackett,
Destruction of the Medieval Chinese Aristocracy. Chen, “The State, the Gentry, and the Local Institutions,” summarizes how the Hartwell-Hymes hypothesis about the rise of “local gentry” during
the Southern Song has been revised in recent monographs and essays.
5. Gregory and Ebrey, “Religious and Historical Landscape,” sets the Tang-Song transition
as a framework for making sense of both the changes and continuities in religious traditions.
Among the many works on Song history and the new class of literati, a source helpful for thinking about the education of young men is Bol, “The Sung Examination System.”
6. The use of poetry to win patronage is discussed in Schlütter, How Zen Became Zen, 7–10,
62–77; and Heller, Illusory Abiding, 336–348.
7. Foulk, “Chanyuan qinggui and Other ‘Rules of Purity,’ ” 298–306, surveys extant qinggui
from the eleventh to fourteenth century.
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that is, the colophons, prefaces, headnotes, and titles that bracket their poetry.
From these various monastic sources we can reconstruct Song monks’ own
assumptions about poetry and verse, its many genres, and their relationships
to the Buddhist path.
“Buddhist poetry” during the Song dynasty ranged from anonymous didactic hymns to landscape poems with clearly identified individual authors.
Overall, about 30,000 verses by Song-era monks survive. This is more than 10
percent of all extant Song-era shi 詩, “(regulated) poetry,” which numbers
around 240,000 poems.8 Compared to Song poetry, Tang-era poetry has been
well studied, even though only about 49,000 have been transmitted in the
Complete Poems of the Tang 全唐詩 (published 1707). Quantity is an imperfect
measure of significance; the relatively large corpus of 30,000 poems by Song
monks are rarely read. This in part may be because monks’ poems historically
were viewed as peripheral to the mainstream of Chinese literature, and within
Buddhist traditions, they were treated as second-order phenomena. Similar
biases are perpetuated in modern academic disciplines.
On the one hand, some scholars have been quick to dismiss Song monks’
poetry as not very literary. Iriya Yoshitaka, for example, has remarked that “in
the poet-monks of the Song dynasty we see . . . adulation for the poems by literati, or to the contrary a propensity to ‘stink’ of Zen.”9 Elsewhere, Iriya has
made clear that he is echoing the ubiquitous Song literati critique of monks’
poetry as having “the whiff of vegetables” (cai qi 菜氣), usually connoting
bland and passionless poetry.10 In contrast, Iriya has praised the poetry of
Hanshan 寒山 (Cold Mountain) as well as of Tao Yuanming 陶淵明 (365?–
427), arguing that each captured the spirit of Zen in literary form.11 The
former is a semi-legendary figure and the latter lived before the historical
beginnings of Chan, however. The poems of historical monks, on the other
hand, were for Iriya either too similar to those of the literati or not literary
enough.
Stephen Owen is among those who have criticized the poetry of China’s
monks as not sufficiently rich in something “truly ‘religious,’ ” by which he
means a poem that crystallizes “a possible flash of faith experienced while

8. The quantities and sources of monks’ poetry are reviewed in Jin, “Songdai Chanseng
shi zhengli yu yanjiu de zhongyao shouhuo.” The Quan Song shi includes an estimated 20,000
poems authored by monks; 1,000 more monks’ poems in Quan Song shi dingbu. Zhu and Chen,
in Songdai Chanseng shiji kao, gathered an additional 7,800 poems by monks. Chinese scholars
continue to publish newly recovered poems.
9. Iriya, Gūdō to etsuraku, 90, 宋代の詩僧には [ . . . ] 士大夫の詩に対する媚びと、それの
裏返しである禅臭の露出があるだけである. Translation adapted from Norman Waddell in Iriya,
“Chinese Poetry and Zen,” 65.
10. Iriya, Gozan bungaku shū, 327–331. I have discussed this topic at length in Protass,
“Flavors of Monks’ Poetry.”
11. Iriya here has performed the kind of “Buddhist readings” later advocated in Rouzer,
On Cold Mountain. For an excellent overview of current scholarship on Hanshan, see Rouzer, On
Cold Mountain, chaps. 1 and 2.
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visiting a temple.”12 Owen also decries a work by poet-monk Lingyi 靈一 (727–
762), writing that “exactly the same poem might have been written by a secular
poet.”13 In scholarly modes such as this, conclusions are predetermined by
the search for something matching what is assumed to be religious. Responding directly to some of Owen’s comments, Paul Kroll has elucidated how
several Li Bo poems are intelligible only when we understand their “precise
Daoist diction and imagery.”14 That is to say, the traces of Shangqing and
Lingbao Daoism are fundamental to grasping the meaning of Li Bo’s poems.15
Kroll describes his approach as a tripartite relationship among received conventions, social uses, and rhetoric.16 Owen, on the other hand, observes that
“Li Bo was even less a religious poet than Wang Wei.”17 Owen’s ideas about
religious poetry are revealed in his praise of the poetry of monk Qingjiang:
“It is his self-doubt about his own religious conviction that makes him perhaps
the most religiously serious of the southeastern poet-monks.”18 Here, what is
foregrounded is the tension of an individual grappling with his religious ideals,
a conclusion that resonates with a view once espoused by Anthony Yu that
“China has no poet with an explicit religious commitment and concern comparable to the stature of a Dante, Milton, Donne, or T.S. Eliot.”19 It becomes
clear that these scholars have in mind different kinds of religious poetry. Kroll
focuses on the uses of scripture by poets in medieval China. Owen and Yu
have searched for analogues to the Western canon and judged the poetry
written by Buddhist monks to be insufficiently “religious.”
Owen’s critiques about what the poetry of Buddhist monks should be has
been taken up by historians discussing what such poetry was. John Kieschnick,
for example, has observed that Tang poet-monks saw poetry as “for the most
part secular” while, for scholar-monks, the arts like poetry, calligraphy, and
painting were somehow “less Buddhist” than doctrinal exegesis.20 This scholarly classification of the poetry of Tang monks as somehow not religious is
predicated on a sense that it ought to be religious in a way recognizable to us
and distinct from so-called secular poetry. It is the case, however, that both
poets and monks wrote verse that crossed such boundaries. The difficulty
with which we apply a distinction between religious and secular poetry to the
12. Owen, “How Did Buddhism Matter?” 390.
13. Owen, The Great Age, 282–283. This idea is echoed in Kieschnick, Eminent Monk, 117–
118. For more on Lingyi, see Mazanec, “Invention of Chinese Buddhist Poetry,” 37–40, 382.
14. Kroll, “Li Po’s Transcendent Diction,” 99n1; and Kroll, “Verse from on High,” 232n39.
15. Felstiner, Paul Celan, xvi–xviii, distinguished between the “traces” and “tensions” of
Judaism found in the German-language poetry of Paul Celan. For more on how this offers an
analogous way of thinking about transliterated or technical terms as traces and tensions in
Chinese Buddhist monks’ poetry, see Protass, “Buddhist Monks and Chinese Poetry,” 2–4.
16. The tripartite division given in Diehl, Medieval European Religious Lyric, cited in Kroll,
“Daoist Verse,” 983n65.
17. Owen, The Great Age, 140.
18. Owen, The Great Age, 287.
19. Yu, Comparative Journeys, 104.
20. Kieschnick, Eminent Monk, 116, 117–118, emphasis in the original.
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Song dynasty is a sign that we are wrongly framing the question and distorting historical realities.
For a multiplicity of reasons, then, we have either overlooked or misunderstood the large body of poetic literature produced by monks. This book
takes this religious literature seriously on its own terms—beginning with wide
reading in the Song texts—and not from preconceptions about Buddhist
poetry. To do so, I examine in Part 1 the pre-Song and Song contexts of jisong
偈頌, a Chinese term that at first referred to the author-less, Indic gāthā in
Buddhist scripture, and by the Song was a genre for Chinese-language verses
by Chan masters. I illustrate how jisong intersected with Chan monks’ textual
practices of manuscripts, collation, and printing, and to a lesser extent orality.
I ask, in other words, how Chan monks in the Song dynasty constructed genres
and how these ideas shaped practices. Part 2 demonstrates that poetry itself
was not the path to liberation for Song monks. Looking beyond just Chan,
we can observe monastic norms in encyclopedias, primers, legal codes, and
other prescriptive literature, and I will argue that these norms circulated
widely enough that they conditioned monks’ poetic practices. In Part 3, I
offer interpretations of poems based on monastic rituals, Buddhist doctrines,
and literary conventions. Here, I juxtapose analysis of poems by Chan masters,
a Tiantai teacher, and poet-monks. As these Song Buddhist monks wrote
poetry, how did they negotiate tensions between the expectations of mainstream poetry and their commitments to the higher calling of Buddhist monasticism? In the remainder of this introduction I offer a synoptic overview
and introduce some key concepts.

Poetry and Buddhist Cultures
Poetry is found both among the earliest Buddhist texts and across most of
today’s Buddhist cultures. One may wonder if there ever was a Buddhism
without poetry. At the same time, every literature has its own horizons, bound
by local literary traditions, conventions, and social contexts. Some patterns
that emerge from Song-era Buddhism are similar to those of literatures of
other Buddhist cultures while other aspects are particular to the Song.
In the investigation of South Asian Buddhist cultures, for example, scholars have observed a tension between monastic education and the expression
of emotions through poetry.21 One medieval Lankan text asserted that the
only appropriate subject for Sinhala kāvya poetry should be the lives of the
Buddha.22 This pious topic and its conventional aesthetics are very narrow
compared with the rich possibilities of the broader Sanskrit kāvya tradition.
Similarly, in China, admonishments to use poetry only for edification are found
21. Berkwitz, Buddhist Poetry and Colonialism, 13, 81.
22. Hallisey, “Works and Persons in Sinhala Literary Culture,” 703–706. On poetry and
reader and audience response among late medieval Sri Lankan Buddhists, see Berkwitz, Buddhist
History in the Vernacular, 233–234.
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in moralistic primers and monastic etiquette guides, including those composed
and circulated during the Song. This also seems to resonate with an early North
Indian kāvya, Aśvaghoṣa’s Saundarananda, in which the poet concludes that
literary embellishments are merely honey that encourage people to consume
the bitter medicine of moralistic literature. Aśvaghoṣa says, “I have told here
under the pretext of a poem the truth, namely that liberation is what matters.”23
We might call this the instrumental use of literary form for Buddhist purposes.
Here, we find a similarity across Buddhist poetries. Some defenders of Chinese
Buddhist literary culture also argued that poetry can best spread the word of
the Buddha to those who are inclined to listen to poetry.
Other South Asian literatures by contrast seem to establish their moral
vision precisely through the evocation of emotions. Anne Monius, for
example, in her analysis of the long poetic narrative of Maṇimēkalai, produced
by a Tamil Buddhist community in the first millennium of the common era,
illustrates the very techniques by which the text is at once “religious or philosophical teaching and sophisticated literary art.”24 A similar insight animates
Charles Hallisey’s introductory essay to his recent translation of the Therīgāthā,
songs attributed to the earliest Buddhist nuns. He singles out a verse by Ambapali that was composed in a meter often used for love songs and paeans to
female beauty.25 This meter would evoke in the listener associations with both
well-known songs of youthful splendor and social conventions about gender.
Ambapali’s poem instead depicts the aging of her body, a direct challenge to
what a contemporaneous listener would have expected. Our understanding
of this poem’s power depends on our familiarity with such conventions and
the audience’s foreknowledge. In an analogous way, Chinese monks’ poems
written in standard Chinese poetic meters evoked certain expectations in
their contemporary audiences. I focus in Part 3 on monks’ writing in genres
of parting and mourning, both types of poems that grapple with sorrow.
Scholars have observed structural similarities between Buddhist literary
cultures of South Asia and China, but the extent and nature of direct sharing
of literary forms or poetics remain a matter of debate.26 Buddhist poetry of
China differs from that of other Buddhist cultures largely because the indigenous traditions of learning and literature were well-developed in China
before the arrival of Buddhism. Although Buddhist contributions to Chinese
poetry and literature were woven from language and patterns of thinking
rooted in pre-Buddhist traditions, there were outspoken and influential men
of letters who viewed Buddhism as a foreign tradition.27 These well-positioned
23. Salomon, “Aśvaghoṣa’s Saundarananda,” 190.
24. Monius, Imagining a Place for Buddhism, 13.
25. Hallisey, Therigatha, xiii–xix.
26. Mair, “Buddhism in The Literary Mind,” surveys some of the international debate. Partly
in response to the strong position of Mair and Mei, “Sanskrit Origins of Recent Style,” Klein
offers useful perspectives in “Indic Echoes.”
27. In addition to poetry, Buddhism was important in the development of vernacular performance literatures at least as early as bianwen from Dunhuang.
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defenders of a lettered nativist tradition often enjoyed cultural hegemony,
and their anti-Buddhist rhetoric was an inescapable part of the historical contexts of Buddhist literature in China. This feature of Chinese Buddhist poetry
distinguishes it from that of Tibet, for example, wherein belles-lettres developed from the reception of Indian traditions such as Daṇḍin’s Kāvyādarśa.28
The well-educated masters of lettered traditions in Tibet were mostly ordained
monks. Prominent literary figures belonging to the elite monastic class fashioned even the supposedly low genre of “song” (glu), found in Dunhuang
and in later Treasure literature, and celebrated these coarse verses as an
autochthonous literary tradition.29 By contrast, the most influential and wellread figures in Chinese belletristic traditions were infrequently Buddhist
monks, with notable exceptions in the Tang and early Qing, something that
distinguishes Chinese Buddhist poetry from that of Tibet, or even premodern
Japan.30
In Japan, too, many important literary figures belonged to the learned
monastic class. Japanese and Chinese attitudes toward the relationship
between Buddhism and poetry diverged despite close and sustained historical contacts between communities in each country.31 Continental learning in
Japan was often led by elite Buddhist monks, for example, the monks of the
so-called Gozan, or Five Mountains, Zen temples from the late Kamakura
period (1185–1333) until at least the early Edo period (1603–1868), when
Confucian scholars successfully vied for authority over Chinese erudition.32
During preceding centuries, aristocrats, courtiers, and monks sometimes
discussed their composition of poetry as a Buddhist practice with liberative
power.33 As early as the eleventh century, imperial anthologies of waka 和歌,
Japanese poetry, included sections of shakkyō-ka 釈教歌, that is, poems on the
teachings of the Buddha.34 These poems exemplified the late-Heian formula
that “the path of poetry is none other than the path of the Buddha” 歌道即
28. van der Kuijp, “Tibetan Belles-Lettres.”
29. Jackson, “ ‘Poetry’ in Tibet.”
30. For example, on the mid-Tang monk Jiaoran, see Williams, “Taste of the Ocean.”
Mazanec, “Networks of Exchange,” 330, demonstrates that during the cultural Late Tang (ca.
830–960) “Buddhist monks were hubs of literary activity.” See Liao, Zhongyi puti, for a study of
the seventeenth-century style of the renaissance of monks’ poetry that resulted after learned
Ming loyalists refused to join the Qing government and instead took refuge in monastic cloth.
31. Rouzer, “Early Buddhist Kanshi,” 437–438, observed similar differences between Heian
Japan and Tang-Song China.
32. For a general introduction to the Five Mountains, see Collcutt, Five Mountains. On the
place of Gozan Zen monks in continental learning and foreign diplomacy, see Murai, “Chūsei
Nitchō kōshō no naka no kanshi,” as well as the monographs by Asakura Hisashi listed in the
bibliography. On the early Edo period, see Park, “Vehicle of Social Mobility.” On later Edo-period
conflicts, see Sawada, “Religious Conflict in Bakumatsu Japan.” On the relatively diminished but
not insignificant positions of Zen and émigré monks among Edo belles-lettres, see Liao,
“Huangbo zong yu Jianghu zhongqi sengshi lunxi.”
33. See Plutschow, “Is Poetry a Sin?” and Rambelli, Buddhist Theory of Semiotics, 175.
34. Yamada, “Poetry and Meaning.”
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佛道.35 This formula has no parallel in China. One touchstone for this Japanese understanding was an inscription by the Tang poet Bai Juyi 白居易
(772–846), who lamented his “karma of words” and imagined that his worldly
poems might somehow participate in the Buddhist moral economy.36 This
idea was reframed in the literary practices of the Heian court. There, imperial students concerned about the karmic consequences of studying “ornate
phrases” (kigo 綺語; Ch. qi yu)—one of the “ten unwholesome [acts]” (shi’e
十惡)—in 964 formed a confraternity, visited Mount Hiei, and ritually intoned
Bai’s words to alleviate their karmic burden.37 In China, no similarly creative
interpretations of Bai Juyi’s phrase can be detected. The moral conflict
between literature and Buddhist teachings in Japan was generally resolved
by the twelfth and thirteenth centuries with the widespread understanding
that the production of waka delighted kami and buddhas and could lead to
liberation.38 I will show that during this same period in China, poetry, though
created by monks in profusion, was still understood as incidental to the Buddhist path.
What, then, were the distinctive traits of the Chinese Buddhist literary
culture? I want to focus this question by shifting away from Buddhist poetry
and toward the historical practices of monks. Chinese monks’ poetry, that is,
the corpus defined by the author’s monastic identity, is not the equivalent of
our term “Buddhist poetry.” Closer to the latter, the early Song-dynasty anthology Blossoms from the Garden of Literature 文苑英華 (completed after 980) included a section of poetry under the heading “Buddhism” (shimen 釋門).
Therein, only seven of the ninety-one authors were monks.39 The majority of
these “Buddhist” poems were written by mainstream poets during temple visits
or as gifts to monks.40 They are Buddhist because of their subject matter, not
because of a didactic message, ritual function, or the identity of the author.
This kind of Buddhist poetry, sensu lato, did include writing by monks and so
was neither mutually exclusive nor categorically equivalent to monks’ poetry.41
In the following chapters I focus on the Buddhism and literature of mo35. Miller, Wind from Vulture Peak, 5.
36. Waley, Life and Times of Po Chü-i, 107, 207; and LaFleur, Karma of Words, viii, 8–9, 91.
37. Kamens, Three Jewels, 295–298. Cited with further analysis in Klein, “Wild Words and
Syncretic Deities,” 181–182.
38. Jamentz, “Buddhist Affirmation of Poetry,” 58. Bushelle, “Joy of the Dharma,” 9 and
180, translates relevant texts by Jien 慈円 (1155–1225).
39. See Wenyuan yinghua, fascs. 219–224, 1093–1126. Additional poems by monks are found
elsewhere in this same text, including in the section on “Daoist poetry” (daomen 道門), 225/1136–
1137, 228/1148. These details in Rouzer, “Early Buddhist Kanshi,” 434.
40. Such temple-visit lyrics and the place of Buddhist thought in the intellectual and personal lives of China’s famous poets have been productive subjects of research. An incomplete
list of Anglophone scholarship might include Ronald Egan, Word, Image, and Deed in the Life of
Su Shi; Kroll, Meng Hao-jan; Schmidt, Stone Lake; Grant, Mount Lu Revisited; Zhiyi Yang, Dialectics
of Spontaneity; and Chennault, “Representing the Uncommon.”
41. I have in mind the distinctions between sensu stricto and sensu lato introduced by Martin,
“Buddhism and Literature.”
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nastic clerics rather than that of the lay literati. This is in part because the
latter, with respect to Buddhist learning, “love books, but do not live by books,”
to borrow the words of Robertson Davies.42 The Buddhist monastery was a
place of leisure for laypeople, who could repair from official duties to quiet
gardens and forested complexes. For the priesthood who pledged to live by
the rules of the monastic order, the monastery was a site of discipline.43 Communal monastic life was regimented, designed to quell the passions, and followed a rhythm of meritorious activities.44 Monastic rule books outlined major
and minor rituals, explained correct attitudes for cultivation, included
monthly and annual calendars, and relegated the study of literature and
poetry to gaps in the schedule. The disciplinary apparatus of Buddhist monasticism shaped the literary lives of those who strictly adhered to the Buddhist path. As I will show, the disciplinary and educational apparatus of Buddhist monasticism can be detected in the poetry of Chinese monks.
I see parallels in the English- and Japanese-language scholarship that
productively troubled the category “Zen art,” still widely used to refer to some
mystical spirit of Zen.45 Scholars of this inclination shifted their focus to the
uses of objects and themes within monastic visual cultures. Similarly, I want
to shift away from thinking of so-called Buddhist poetry and toward analyses
of poetic objects within monastic literary cultures. Instead of looking only for
what we think Buddhist poetry should be, we might turn our gaze toward what
monks actually wrote in tremendous quantities. If we do so, we are likely to
ask more and new questions about still more intriguing poetry.

Monastic Literary Culture
Buddhist monasteries in China’s Northern and Southern Song dynasties were,
among other things, centers of literary activity and education. Verse permeated the lives of children, young adults, and both lay and monastic officials.
For example, Buddhist tunes with sing-song rhymes and with straightforward
didactic messages are evidence that postulants, generally children who could
ordain when they came of age, were through songs instructed in basic literacy
as well as proper deportment for communal life in the monastery.46 In the
Tang and to at least some extent in the Song, non-religious education existed
42. Davies, Voice from the Attic, chapter on “Defining the Clerisy,” 6–7.
43. Robson, “Introduction” 17n28, similarly depicts the practices of Chinese monasteries
as a disciplinary apparatus.
44. On the ideals of the monastery as an apparatus of diminished sense pleasures, see, for
example, the lucid explanation in Heim, Forerunner of All Things, 170; on the relevant ideals of a
Ming Chinese monastery, see Yü, Renewal of Buddhism in China, 192–222.
45. Hisamatsu, “On Zen Art,” promulgated an insider, or normative, account. In response,
see Shimizu, “Zen Art?” More recently, Asami, “Kamakura,” vii–viii, focuses on the limitations of
Hisamatsu’s constructive approach. My comments echo Levine, “Two (or More) Truths,” 59.
46. Details in Chap. 4 below. Additional information and fragmentary evidence for the
education of postulants in Yü, “Ch’an Education in the Sung.”
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as well in Buddhist monasteries, where young men could study for civil service
examinations.47 Monasteries also housed aspiring junior monks who refined
their learning and practices through itinerant wandering, occasionally engaging in poetic exchange. Abbots and senior officers were the heart of a
monastery’s literary life, whether corresponding with civil officials, entertaining and ministering to important lay visitors, or admonishing novices and
pilgrims. A large public monastery was the site of a complex of different literatures for multiple audiences.
Verse was woven into the fabric of a Buddhist monk’s life. Verses for daily,
monthly, and occasional ritual life of a monastery were given in rule books
such as the Rules of Purity for Chan Monasteries 禪苑清規 (preface dated 1103).48
The verse sections of sūtras and verses by Chan ancestors suffused monastic
life.49 At a large monastery, a postulant might also learn by watching senior
monks exchange poems with visiting officials. Abbots regularly included
verses in their sermons and presented farewell poetry to departing itinerant
monks. A new monk could observe poetic practices and adopt the habitus of
the monastic order.50 The dispositions inculcated by these communities were
reinforced by the explicit precepts that survive in prescriptive texts, for
example, the various rule books of the Song.
Our direct knowledge of the library holdings for individual Song monasteries is sparse, but many libraries likely contained the primers, encyclopedias, and dictionaries that were frequently reprinted between the eleventh
and fourteenth centuries.51 Monks also created personal collections of books,
often by making manuscript copies. Some monastic leaders in addition compiled guidebooks for novices, one such being Master Wuliang [Zong]shou’s
Smaller Rules of Purity for Daily Use 無量壽禪師日用小清規 (colophon dated
1209), also known as For the Daily Use of Those Entering the Assembly 入眾日用.52
Prescriptive texts such as this are especially useful for the modern historian
as a kind of archive of social memory.53 Prescriptive texts, of course, told
people what they should do and are not descriptions of what people did do.
These normative texts were a means by which such conventions were dissemi47. See Zürcher, “Buddhism and Education,” as well as Galambos, “Confucian Education
in a Buddhist Environment.”
48. See Yifa, Buddhist Monastic Codes, 127, 129, 137, 176, 196, 201, 206, 213.
49. For a study of the ritual verses in qinggui, see Matsuura, Zenshū kojitsu gemon no kenkyū;
on sūtras recited by Song Chan monks, see Matsuura, Zenshū shoyō kyōten no kenkyū.
50. Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice, 88.
51. The extant Buddhist catalogues of the Song period, listed in Shiina, Sō Gen ban, 115–116,
were mostly created for imperial collections or large printed canon projects. They do not reflect
the idiosyncratic holdings of individual libraries, which generally included numerous manuscript
books.
52. Ruzhong riyong (ZZ63.556b7) gives the alternate titles; (558c17) has the dated colophon
by Zongshou.
53. My thinking about what I refer to as “prescriptive texts” has been enriched by Campany,
Making Transcendents, 32–33, which suggests “social memory” as a fruitful approach to religious
texts such as hagiographies.
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nated. Evidence in subsequent chapters suggests that many monks were
knowledgeable about the conventions recorded and handed down in prescriptive texts. This discourse was not disconnected from practices.
Despite, or perhaps because of, the prevalence of literary activity in monasteries, Chinese poetry occupied an ambivalent position in rule and etiquette
books, study guides, and primers. At one extreme, the apocryphal but authoritative bodhisattva precept text Fanwang jing 梵網經 (*Brahmajālasūtra)
prohibited altogether the study of non-Mahāyāna literature as a danger to
progress on the bodhisattva path, a rule interpreted by some later commentators as forbidding categorically the study of poetry.54 Other texts made allowances for literature if used for proselytization, an exception that I above
referred to as instrumental. The influential Tiantai monk Jingxi Zhanran
荊溪湛然 (711–782) and the Song Tiantai monk Zhiyuan both asserted that
worldly literature and its composition should be studied, but only after attaining the fifth bodhisattva bhūmi.55 This significant level of attainment would
ensure that one could help others without creating more karma for oneself.
What did monks know about the Chinese poetic tradition? We may infer
the level of monastic knowledge from sources like monastic primers as well
as from the poems themselves. Beginning with the latter, to judge from the
erudite allusions and quotations in the poetry of elite monks, we know that
some read a great deal of mainstream poetry. Zhiyuan, for example, composed poems of appreciation after reading the collected works of Bai Juyi,
Du Mu 杜牧 (903–852), Luo Yin 羅隱 (833–910), Qiji 齊己 (864–937?), and
others. The Southern Song Chan monk Yayu Shaosong 亞愚紹嵩 (fl. 1229–
1232) created hundreds of poems that quoted from the works of 108 Tang
and 137 Song poets.56 At the opposite extreme, an illiterate monk might be
able to recite songs and orally create verse, as Huineng is depicted doing in
the Platform Sūtra. What is likely is that fully ordained monks were generally
familiar with at least the basic formal traits of regulated poetry, including
tonal prosody, end rhyme, and couplets of single line length, and, to a lesser
extent, the rich tradition that informed literary allusions. Song monastic
primers included concise explications of the histories and conventions of
genres, literary allusions, and historical precedents. The appearance of similar
materials in both primers and poems suggests coherence within the broader
monastic literary culture. Song monks were enthusiastically collecting, circulating, and composing all these works, thus creating and fueling a monastic
audience for poetry.
A range of individual knowledge is reflected in other kinds of sources as
well, including those recounting the lives of eminent monks. Precocious boys
54. Fanwang jing (Funayama 164–165, 384–385; T24.1006c19–23) and the Southern Song
commentary Fanwang pusajie jing shu zhu (ZZ38.113a16).
55. In their respective exegeses of Vimalakīrtinirdeśa, Zhiyuan’s Weimojing lüeshu chuiyuji
(T38.761a25-b9) draws directly from Zhanran’s Weimo jing shu ji (ZZ18.892a1–4).
56. See Yayu Jiang Zhe jixing jiju shi. These numbers are from Zhang Fuqing, “Cong Shaosong.” Shaosong appears to have quoted poems that he had committed to memory.
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ostensibly learned thousands of Tang poems before they were fully ordained,
as was the case with Hongzhi Zhengjue 宏智正覺 (1091–1157). Other monks,
such as the eminent Chan master Dahui Zonggao 大慧宗杲 (1089–1163),
famously did not display such literary aptitude in their initial learning.57 The
uneven landscape of monks’ poetry was in part the result of individual talent
and circumstances. Particularly well-educated clerics such as Daoqian 道潛
(1043–after 1111?) could write poems that were indistinguishable from those
of any other member of the literati.58 Already in the Song, literati interlocutors sometimes referred to those who were especially talented as “poet-monks”
(shiseng 詩僧), a term of Tang-era origins, in part to distinguish them from
the merely competent monastic officer or abbot. The moniker “poet-monk”
was not entirely complimentary, however, as I explain below. For the most
part, monastic knowledge of Chinese poetry ranged from capable familiarity
to masterful command of the tradition.
To look again at Zhiyuan’s “Poetry Demon,” we can see that the poem
participated simultaneously in religious and literary contexts. In pursuing a
method that draws together Buddhological and poetic analyses, I hope to
avoid reducing the study of religion to an analysis of literary techniques; nor
do I wish to limit the study of literature to that of a history of Buddhist thought
and institutions. I am convinced that literary studies and Buddhist studies can
inform one another. As an object of historical analysis, the term “monastic literary culture” has the salutary effect of drawing our attention toward thinking
about how poetry was understood by and functioned for Buddhist monks in
the Song dynasty. By “literary culture” I am referring to the intersections of
ideals, conventions, and norms with practices of learning, writing, and literary
production. These textual practices were manifested by historical people as
they negotiated several simultaneous cultural expectations. My approach is
not unlike the recent examination of Zhongfeng Mingben 中峰明本 (1263–
1323) by Natasha Heller, who has considered the multiple media and genres
deployed by Mingben as part of the cultural repertoire or toolkit of a Chan
master.59 While her approach could fruitfully be expanded to take stock of the
particular approaches of monks throughout the Northern and Southern Song,
my work is focused on genres rather than individual biography. Productive
57. The literary education of Hongzhi and Dahui and other monks is discussed in Yü,
“Ch’an Education in the Sung,” 80–81.
58. The date of Daoqian’s death is debated. Kong, “Song shiseng Daoqian shengping kaolüe,”
181–182, has persuasively proposed that Daoqian died within two or three years of returning
from Kaifeng to Jiangnan in 1105. I, however, found in the early Yuan edition of Canliaozi shiji
held at National Central Library in Taipei, that the front of each fascicle reads: “Recompiled by
Zonghui, a latter heir of Canliao from Tianning of Ningbo” 四明前天寧參寥後裔宗譓重集. Tian
ning Temple in Ningbo was so called only after an edict in 1111 and until it was destroyed in the
Song-Jin wars in ca. 1130; the reconstructed temple was re-named in the early S. Song (see Baoqing
Siming zhi, 11/5130). If this edition compiled by Zonghui (n.d.) accurately names Daoqian’s
position, then Daoqian would have resided at the temple and not retired before 1111.
59. Heller, Illusory Abiding, 309–310, 336–348, developing ideas found in Campany, “On
the Very Idea of Religions.”
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pathways through literary cultures have been suggested by recent studies that
understand genres as creative resources for living traditions.60
Before explaining what I mean by genre, I want to alert the reader that
this book is not a survey, or comprehensive history, of all monks’ poetry and
verse of the Northern and Southern Song dynasties. Scholars have noted that
the study of a literary culture is not compatible with an ambition to comprehensiveness.61 Nor is this book a history detailing a series of breakthroughs
and presented as a teleological evolution of ideas. I am moreover not proposing a definition or a checklist for what is or is not Buddhist poetry. I do not
frame arguments about Buddhist contributions to Chinese literary history,
and I do not intend to discuss a transhistorical “Buddhist reading of poetry.”62
This project would of course be impossible but for pioneering and erudite
studies on Buddhist poetry in China.63 I nonetheless depart from several
methodological assumptions of that earlier work. First, I avoid taking normative rhetoric as a guide for historical practices. For example, I do not assume
that Chinese poetry should be better suited to expressing ineffable truths than
other forms of language. Song monks did not think that shi somehow naturally escaped the limitations of all language to express the ineffable. Second,
I do not conflate the rhetoric of Song-era literati—who depicted the intellectual pleasures of suddenly completing a couplet as equivalent to a deep
insight gained through samādhi—with the practices of monks. A lay poet’s
appropriation of Chan rhetoric should not be mistaken for descriptions of
historical practices by Chan monks. These same poets, after all, often held
monks’ writing in low regard. Third, I do not rely directly on later interpretations by Ming-dynasty monks, who re-imagined Song-era Buddhism to support
their own convictions. Such retrospective projections are not transparent
windows onto Song practices. Works by medieval Japanese Zen monks likewise offer important but partial views of these same practices.64
I avoid these pitfalls by thinking about how individual monastic writers
60. Hallisey, Therigatha, and Salomon, “Aśvaghoṣa’s Saundarananda.”
61. Tian, Beacon Fire and Shooting Star, 4. Similarly, Pollock’s introduction to his Literary
Cultures in History, 14.
62. Rouzer, On Cold Mountain, 11. The reading practices advocated by Rouzer are laudably
grounded in the historical reception of Hanshan, primarily that of Hakuin’s insightful commentary to the Hanshan corpus.
63. Pioneers in Japan include the monastic scholars Shaku Seitan 釋淸潭 (fl. 1892–1938)
and, later, Hata Egyaku 秦慧玉 (1896–1985). Significant modern Japanese scholarship includes
works by Iriya Yoshitaka and Kaji Tetsujō 加地哲定. Taiwanese scholarship can be traced to Ba
Hutian 巴壺天, then Du Songbo; historical cultural analysis began with Hsiao Li-hua, Tangdai
Shige yu Chanxue, which one can compare with Sun Changwu, Chansi yu Shiqing, published on
the mainland that same year. The Chinese field has grown exponentially. Volumes written or
edited by Zhou Yukai are especially noteworthy. In English, important positions were laid out by
Bernard Faure, Robert Gimello, and Richard John Lynn. Works by these authors are listed in
the bibliography.
64. For a skillful overview of the relationship between Song literature and Zen, see “The
Kōan and the Chinese Literary Game” in Hori, Zen Sand, 41–61.
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learned genre norms and selectively put them into practice. These days,
genres are often thought of as boxes into which we can pigeonhole texts or
speech acts. I have tried to set aside preconceptions about Buddhist poetry
and instead begin with the Song-era texts themselves.65 This inductive kind
of genre studies is useful because it is not about pigeonholes so much as about
the pigeons.66 Poems do not belong to genres so much as participate in propagating, modifying, and expanding them. The genre, then, should be analyzed
for its social functions as well as for its role in transmitting cultural know-how.
In other words, I also pay attention to how Song writers imagined pigeonholes, or genre norms, in order to understand how this influenced their production of verse. The eager acolyte of Song Buddhism would garner knowledge of conventions and expectations, which could then inform his textual
practices. My method here is to cycle between monastic literature that espouses ideals about poetry and monks’ actual practices of poetry. This kind
of genre studies, then, is about norms and practices. The relationships of
literary norms and practices being analogous to those of religious norms and
practices, I am convinced that this is a fruitful way to study religion and literature together. As a result, the book before you participates in the sociology
of literature in addition to Buddhist studies.

Texts and Contexts of Monasticism in the Song Dynasty and After
This book includes in translation about equal numbers of poems and writings
in prose. I compare works by Chan masters, a Tiantai monk, and several poetmonks, all of whom differed both in their attitudes to language as a medium
for teaching Buddhist truths and in their explanations regarding the usefulness of poetry. I will introduce several major figures whose poems appear
most frequently; however, the dramatis personae assumes a certain amount
of knowledge about Song monasticism, the differences between Chan and
Tiantai (which I refer to as sects of Chinese Buddhism), and the shared heritage of all Buddhist monastics in the Song.
Tiantai and Chan monks generally resided in separate public monasteries and had relatively strong sectarian identities that correlated to distinct sets
of textual knowledge, doctrinal positions, and modes of praxis. Other monks
lived in smaller private temples; they did not necessarily have strong sectarian
identities and might adhere only to more mainstream monastic norms. The
different institutional contexts varied widely in ways that impacted the creation of verse. The poetry written at a large public institution like Lingyin
Monastery 靈隱寺 of Hangzhou differed from the contemporaneous poems
written at a small private hermitage on nearby West Lake. Although sectarian
identities and institutional contexts were significant in many respects,
65. This and subsequent ideas about “genre” reference Culler, Theory of the Lyric, 39–90.
66. Newsom, “Pairing Research Questions,” citing the vivid metaphor of Fowler, Kinds of
Literature, 37.
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common values were shared by many, if not all, elite monks in the Song
dynasty. One among the numerous sources that give us insight into these
mainstream norms is the Essential Reading for Buddhist Monks 釋氏要覽. This
encyclopedic primer compiled by the monk Daocheng 道誠 (fl. 1009–1019)
was frequently reprinted throughout the Song and was referenced by writers
across all sects. Further to the matter of sectarian distinctions, as Griffith Foulk
has noted, the buildings and layout of so-called Chan public monasteries were
largely similar to those of later Tiantai and Vinaya public monasteries. The
latter two sects followed their own “rules of purity” codes that were modeled
closely on the earlier Chan “rules of purity.” The result was that, for the
general assembly of monks, most daily practices, training, education, and
regimens within large Buddhist monasteries were similar regardless of sect.
Differences mattered more among elite monks; still, the monks’ poetry in
this book was written by men who shared general assumptions about deportment and education. Following Foulk, I will call this “mainstream” monasticism.67 For advanced students and monastery leaders, this mainstream monastic education coexisted with their specialized sectarian learning.
Already in the Northern Song, large public monasteries in the lower
Yangzi River region housed well over a thousand monks at a time.68 In addition to the public monasteries of various sizes, smaller private monasteries,
which I will refer to as temples, dotted the landscape of the Song. Also called
“hereditary temples” ( jiayi si 甲乙寺) or sometimes “Vinaya temples” (lüsi
律寺), these private temples constituted the majority of the thirty-nine thousand officially registered Buddhist monasteries in the middle of the Northern
Song.69 The legal distinction between public and private corresponded to the
mechanisms of patronage for an abbot.70 Living in a small temple could determine what kinds of verse a monk might write. For example, Daoqian, who
was celebrated for his poetry in his own lifetime, lived mostly in private
temples. His poetry often reflects life at a smaller temple with only a handful
of monks near an urban cultural center. His collected poems are like mainstream literati poetry, with almost no verses comparable to those in the collections of Chan masters. He did not have a strong sectarian identity, and
sectarian learning is not readily visible in his poetry. Some monks living in
private temples, on the other hand, did practice sectarian Buddhism. In 1016,
near the end of his life, Gushan Zhiyuan raised funds to purchase land for a
67. Foulk, “Myth, Ritual, and Monastic Practice,” 150, 167.
68. For example, Lingyin Monastery of Hangzhou had over one thousand monks, Chanlin
sengbao zhuan (ZZ79.515a8–10). Schlütter, How Zen Became Zen (99–101), and Protass, “Geographic History” (148n136), give additional examples.
69. These numbers from Schlütter, How Zen Became Zen, 36.
70. The abbot of a public monastery was decided by imperial officials, sometimes in consultation with local Buddhist leaders. Control of private temples passed directly from master to
disciple, without involving government officials, and were thus called “hereditary.” The name
“Vinaya temple” referred to the idea that succession would follow Buddhist canon law rather
than Song public law. In practice, local patronage could be a significant determinant.
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private temple on West Lake, where he instructed his disciples in Tiantai
teachings.71 Zhiyuan had a strong sectarian identity, and, I argue, his Tiantai
learning is visible in his poetry. Another example of a monk outside the public
monastery system is the eccentric Jingduan 淨端 (1031–1104), who watched
over the private merit cloister for the family of Zhang Dun 章惇 (1035–
1105).72 Such “merit cloisters” (gongde yuan 功德院) were built and controlled
by families or local stakeholders, with the karmic benefits directed to parents
and forebears. Jingduan’s verses include didactic songs as well as occasional
poetry exchanged with literati. With an itinerant career in and out of sectarian spaces, his verse reflects the changing social and ritual contexts of his life.
The public monasteries that developed during the Song, on the other
hand, were centers of sectarian learning for elite students. This context mattered for poetry composed by Chan or Tiantai abbots of public monasteries.
Public, or literally a temple “of the ten directions” 十方, was a legal status
granted by the imperial government, which conferred, along with legal standing, both privileges and obligations.73 Unlike private temples that were under
local control and did not require sectarian identity, every public monastery
had an official sectarian designation, classified either as a “Chan public monastery” 十方禪院, the first and most numerous of the designations; “Teachings
public monastery” 十方教院, dedicated to either Tiantai or Huayan;74 or
“Vinaya public monastery” 十方律院, after an official Vinaya lineage was
created. These designations restricted the monastery’s abbacy to recognized
members of the designated sect. Only a Chan master could be the abbot of a
Chan public monastery. An abbot’s sectarian identity correlated with the specialized rituals he performed several times each month, as well as his private
training of advanced students. These advanced students might hold positions
in the monastery bureaucracy. For the vast general assembly of ordinary monks,
however, these monasteries inculcated mainstream monastic education. But
here I am dealing with poetry, and poetry was written largely by abbots and
monastic officers. Buddhist sectarian differences therefore often mattered.
The public monastery system as a form of monasticism had standardized
daily routines and rituals that were codified in “rules of purity.” As detailed in
71. Tam, “Life and Thought of Zhiyuan,” 187–193.
72. Earlier, he was abbot of a small temple that Liu Yi 劉誼 ( jinshi 1067) converted into a
public monastery. Jingduan was considered an outsider by his contemporaries, according to
three biographies (a hagiographic zhuan 傳, a eulogistic xingye ji 行業記, and a necrography
muzhi 墓誌) and the S. Song preface in Wushan Jingduan chanshi yulu (ZZ73.71a22–24).
73. Throughout this section, I draw on Schlütter, “Vinaya Monasteries, Public Abbacies,
and State Control.”
74. On successful efforts by Zhili and Zunshi to establish Tiantai public monasteries, in
1012 and 1020, respectively, see Getz, “Siming Zhili,” 129–163, and Stevenson, “Protocols of
Power,” 347–350. Based on these Tiantai precedents, “A petition to [the prefectural government
of] Hangzhou seeking Huiyin Chan Cloister be converted into a [public] ten-directions teachings cloister and abbatial seat” 謹奏杭州乞將慧因禪院改為十方教院住持事 sought a public
teaching abbacy dedicated to Huayan in 1088. A stele inscription also from 1088 commemorated
its success. Yucen shan Huiyin Gaoli Huayan jiaosi zhi, fascs. 9, 6.
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Chapter 4, these prescriptive texts supported a tradition of norms regarding
the monastic uses of literary learning. Their widespread circulation is reflected
in the preface to a 1202 edition of the foundational Rules of Purity for Chan
Monasteries, a text completed nearly a century earlier in 1103, which contained
a note that previous woodblocks had been used so often that many words had
worn away. By the late twelfth century, these new rule books had gained an
authoritative status in public monasteries “equal to that of the Vinaya,” as Foulk
writes.75 Moreover, we can see that many of the rites and protocols prescribed
in these rule books closely match the activities described in other sources from
the eleventh to fourteenth centuries. Rule books reflected widespread protocols regarding verse culture and in turn became the means by which procedures at public monasteries were further standardized.
Additional rule books were compiled over the succeeding centuries and
evince deep and sustained intertextuality. Some focused on daily life in the
general assembly and were addressed to newcomers. A second type of rule
book, addressed primarily to monastic officers, expanded on details that were
known from or could be found in the Rules of Purity for Chan Monasteries and
included model texts one could copy out for rituals and bureaucratic procedures. A third type consisted of local supplements for a single monastic community. These Song texts persisted into the Yuan, and Baizhang’s Rules of Purity,
revised by imperial order 勅修百丈清規, compiled between 1335 and 1338 under
Yuan imperial direction, was based on the 1103 Rules of Purity for Chan Monasteries together with the later addenda.76 Additional Yuan-era publications
of Rules of Purity for Teachings Monasteries 教苑清規 (preface 1347) and Rules
of Purity for Vinaya Monasteries 律苑事規 (preface 1324) further illustrate the
hegemony of the Song-Yuan qinggui model for public monasteries that began
in the eleventh century.77
Taken together, these interrelated “rules of purity” texts underpinned a
general contiguity of monastic culture across public monasteries from the
eleventh to fourteenth centuries. Historians of Chinese religions such as
Barend J. Ter Haar have argued that the period from 1100 to 1340 was “a
single coherent period” in the history of Buddhist lay movements.78 I have
observed a similar coherent period for the poetry by elite Chan abbots and
monastic officers from the Northern Song through the Yuan, at least at the
well-endowed public monasteries. Yuan sources can and should, of course,
be studied to analyze the history of the Yuan as a distinct period in Chinese
75. Foulk, “Chanyuan qinggui and Other ‘Rules of Purity,’ ” 297, limits his claim to the Zhejiang area.
76. The Chixiu text effectively displaced the others over the coming centuries. On this text,
see Foulk, “Chanyuan qinggui,” 304, and Yifa, Buddhist Monastic Codes, 49.
77. The writings of the Japanese pilgrim Shunjō 俊芿 (1166–1227) strongly suggest that
some similar rules were already in place at Teachings and Vinaya public abbacies in the late
twelfth century, over a century before the official qinggui.
78. Ter Harr, “Buddhist Inspired Options,” 96, observes continuities in the history of lay
Buddhist movements. Cited in a relevant passage of Heller, Illusory Abiding, 14.
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Buddhist history. Here, however, I am primarily interested in Yuan-dynasty
manuscripts of individual poems that were written in the lower Yangzi area
and that evince similarities with earlier Song Chan culture.79 I will avoid sweeping conclusions about Yuan Buddhism and will be transparent about the
methodological challenges of using Yuan sources to hypothesize about traces
of Song Buddhist monasticism.
I have, moreover, generally avoided the backward projection of later developments. For example, when interpreting poetry from the very early Northern Song written by Gushan Zhiyuan, I have given preference to pan-sectarian
normative texts of that period, in addition to Zhiyuan’s own exegetical writing,
rather than texts from later centuries. The Tiantai monasteries of the early
Northern Song did not compile “rules of purity” per se. Still, Ciyun Zunshi
慈雲遵式 (964–1032) did set down a code of regulations for Tianzhu Monastery 天竺寺 in Hangzhou.80 When Foulk examined the similarities between
Zunshi’s regulations, Chan rules, and the Yuan dynasty Tiantai rule book, he
concluded “that the monastic rules they used were nearly identical at both
the early and the late phases of that development.”81 Here, Foulk is highlighting those shared aspects of mainstream Buddhist monasticism across this
period. At the same time, because poetry was written by elite monks, these
sectarian differences mattered. Stevenson describes the distinctive halls constructed in Northern Song Tiantai monasteries for specialized practice, as
well as Song practicum for contemplation and repentance, both of which
would have been unfamiliar to a monk in a Chan monastery.82 In other words,
Chan and Tiantai monks differed in substantial ways that we must take into
account when reading their poetry, and yet they had enough in common that
their poems are worth comparing.
When I emphasize the general contiguity among “rules of purity” from
Song to Yuan, I wish to draw a contrast with the monastic legal texts from later
periods that reflect dramatic transformations within Chinese monasticism.
For example, the nineteenth-century Verified Exegeses of Baizhang’s Rules of
Purity 百丈清規證義記, although a valuable commentary, often includes explanations that can be traced to late-Ming reformations. Shifts in monastic
forms are also evidenced in late-Ming rule books like Essential Extracts of Rules
and Rites for the Novitiate 沙彌律儀要略, by Yunqi Zhuhong 雲棲株宏 (1535–
1615), as well as the Huangbo [Ōbaku] Rules of Purity 黄檗清規, compiled by
the émigré monk Yinyuan Longqi 隱元隆琦 (1592–1693). Some continuities
with the earlier periods are present; however, these late Ming rule books
79. Heller, Illusory Abiding, 7–10, 175–188, notes that during the Yuan dynasty, Chan monasteries in the eastern region around Jiangnan were still organized in a manner similar to that
of the preceding Song period.
80. Yifa, Buddhist Monastic Codes, 35–37. For a detailed overview of the life and importance
of Zunshi, see Stevenson, “Protocols of Power.”
81. Foulk, “Chanyuan qinggui,” 306.
82. Stevenson, “Where Meditative Theory Meets Practice,” 74–75, 84–85, 119–121. Stevenson, “Hall for the Sixteen Contemplations,” 148, 156, 157–171, 174.
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reflect a new literary culture with new and different attitudes toward poetry.83
This new attitude toward poetry is also visible in Ming-era collections of
writing by Chan masters, which began to include genres of poetry that had
been excluded from Song collections.
The primary sources of Song monks’ poetry can be divided into four
types. The Song-era construction of these disparate types, and the stabilization of titling practices, was itself important for creating a monastic audience
for poetry. These texts also mirrored some of the above-mentioned institutional contexts. First, verses were included in individual collections of religious writing by Chan masters known as yulu 語錄, “recorded sayings”; these
collections consist of specialized Chan teaching literature that includes
sermons, dialogues, and other writing. As early as the Song, some yulu were
admitted to the imperially sponsored printed Buddhist canons, but for the
most part these texts circulated independently during the period. Second,
belletristic collections of an individual monk’s poetry are mostly found in the
imperial or sinological collectanea, such as Sibu congkan or Siku quanshu, and
were generally excluded from Buddhist canon projects. The titles of such
collections are often marked shiji (“The collected poems of . . .”). Some are
available only in rare premodern editions. Third, in addition to printed collections, monks’ poetry is found in manuscripts. To my knowledge, most
manuscripts of individual poems by Song and Yuan Chinese monks are preserved in Japan. Fourth, multiauthor anthologies preserve thousands of verses
not found in individual collections. Anthologies are found in the modern
Buddhist canons, in sinological collectanea, or rare woodblock editions. I
draw on examples from all four types of source material and analyze each to
understand the social values that informed how it was constructed, what kinds
of verse were included in each text, and how compilers fashioned genre
distinctions.
To answer questions about the construction of genres by textual communities of the Song, it is important to attend to historical editions. Over one
hundred yulu survive for individual Chan masters from the Song and Yuan
dynasties; however, I prioritize texts for which direct witnesses to a Song recension are available.84 I also consulted the early Japanese Gozan editions
thought to most closely represent a Song recension.85 My conscientious use
of editions is particularly salient when analyzing paratextual elements such
83. Liao, Zhong-bian, shi-chan, meng-xi, offers a foundation for late-Ming Buddhist literary
culture.
84. I follow the distinctions between text, recension, edition, ancestral redaction, and witness
outlined in Roth, “Text and Edition.” Unless otherwise noted, I take the Taishō shinshū daizōkyō
and Dai Nihon zoku zōkyō as textus receptus. I use “modern critical edition” to refer to contemporary
books with a critical apparatus of either annotations and/or a comparison of editions.
85. I use “Gozan editions” to refer to Japanese editions from the Kamakura or Muromachi
period. Gozan is sometimes used to refer to early Edo editions; however, I refer to these as “Edo
editions.” See an overview of Gozan print culture by Sumiyoshi Tomohiko 住吉朋彦 in Shimao,
Higashi Ajia no naka no Gozan bunka, 132–150.
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as titles of individual poems and genre categories in sectional headers.86 I
have found that paratexts and genre boundaries were frequently altered by
the compilers of new editions from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
and onward. In addition to early printed materials, manuscripts offer opportunities to circumvent the work of even a Song-dynasty editor.
As for belletristic collections, surviving sources from the Southern Song
are more numerous than those from the Northern Song. Zhou Yukai enumerates forty-two titles of Northern Song belletristic collections listed in catalogues, most of which do not survive.87 Huang Ch’i-chiang has collected the
titles of forty-six belletristic collections by individual monks from the mid-tolate Southern Song, several of which are extant.88 Huang Ch’i-chiang has
argued that this is evidence of a sudden increase in the number of monks
who wrote mainstream poetry from the mid-Southern Song on.89 This apparent increase was at least in part also the result of a twofold historiographic
problem. First, widespread print culture did not develop until at least midway
through the Northern Song, and many more printed books were created in
the Southern Song. Second, one Southern Song official estimated that
between 40 to 50 percent of all Chinese books in existence were missing after
the fall of Kaifeng in 1127, which gives an impression of significant losses,
even if likely exaggerated.90 Southern Song texts were also more likely to
survive in part because of the bibliomania of the Japanese pilgrims who
arrived in significant numbers from the late twelfth century on. We simply
have much more material from the Southern Song and need to adjust our
analysis accordingly when comparing the Northern and Southern Song
dynasties.
In the monastic literary culture from the eleventh to fourteenth centuries, the major genres of prescriptive texts, yulu, and poetry collections show
a remarkable level of contiguity. Finer periodization is possible and warranted
when analyzing an individual writer, however. The above-described intellectual, institutional, and sociological variations provide the structure of the
dramatis personae. I return throughout the book to the terms introduced
here for specificity and nuance within the broader landscape of monastic literary culture.
86. My terms are developed from Genette, Paratexts, with adaptations for sinology.
87. Zhou, Fayan yu shixin, 95–98.
88. See Huang Ch’i-chiang, Yiwei Chan, 3–7. Aside from the pioneering research by Huang
and by Xu Hongxia, the literary collections of Southern Song monks have been little studied.
Many of these books were reproduced in the Chanmen yishu series, although not always the best
edition.
89. Huang Ch’i-chiang, Yiwei Chan, 38.
90. See De Weerdt, “Discourse of Loss in Song Dynasty Private and Imperial Book Collecting.” De Weerdt argues that the memory of the loss of books was often noted during the later
development of private and commercial printing and cannot be taken at face value. See also
Chia and De Weerdt’s introduction to Knowledge and Text Production,14, on the limitations of our
sources for quantitative analysis.
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Dramatis Personae
The following figures, Buddhist monks whose works most often feature in
this book, are Chan abbots, a Tiantai master, and poet-monks, mostly from
the Northern Song period. Extant manuscripts and printed books from the
Northern Song are few, and thus works by Chan masters from the late Southern Song are foregrounded in Chapters 2 and 5, where I emphasize these
kinds of evidence. These elite monks had much in common in terms of their
general monastic education as well as their assumptions about monastic etiquette and deportment. We can nevertheless distinguish them as Chan,
Tiantai, or poet-monks, for these distinctions mattered for their institutional
horizons, sectarian rituals, and specialized textual learning. My selections,
though necessarily limited by the constraints of space, are intended to convey
several important perspectives.
Tiantai monk Gushan Zhiyuan, whose poem opened this chapter, is only
one of many Tiantai monks who wrote poetry in the Song dynasty. The poems
by Zhiyuan offer a valuable counterbalance to an examination of Song Chan
monks. In general, Northern Song Tiantai monks both wrote shi in mainstream literary modes and composed verse for rituals. Ciyun Zunshi was reputedly a talented writer. Xu Duanfu 許端夫 (act. late N. Song) compared
Zunshi’s poetry favorably to that of both the earlier poet-monk Guanxiu 貫休
(832–913) and his contemporary Gushan Zhiyuan.91 Despite his poetic talent,
less than twenty shi from Zunshi’s belletristic poetry collections survive, and
only the two collections of didactic and liturgical verse are extant.92 Another
prominent Tiantai monk, Jingjue Renyue 淨覺仁岳 (992–1064), composed
a suite of nineteen verses about the life of the Buddha for use in annual observances of the Buddha’s parinirvāṇa. He noted that he was inspired by the
suites composed by Zhiyuan and Zunshi.93 The Vinaya revivalist Lingzhi Yuan
zhao 靈芝元照 (1048–1116) wrote verse compositions that resemble these
broader Tiantai trends.94 Selections of poetry by other Song Tiantai monks
survive in anthologies and local gazetteers. In contrast to these fragmentary
or lost collections, Zhiyuan stands out as a Tiantai monk of the Song for whom
a large corpus of shi survives. Nearly four hundred poems fill fifteen fascicles
of Compilation of Idle Dwelling 閑居編 (hereafter Xianju bian), a collection of
91. Fozu tongji (T49.209a15–23).
92. The collections of didactic verse are Tianzhu bieji 天竺別集 and Jin yuan ji 金園集; the
lost collections of poetry are entitled Ling yuan ji 靈苑集 and Cai yi ji 采遺集. Only seventeen
complete poems and three fragments of couplets attributed to Zunshi are in Quan Song shi,
2:1111–1114. For information and analysis of Zunshi’s poems, see Shi Guojing, “Ciyun Zunshi
yu Tianzhu si,” 124–138.
93. Shijia rulai niepan lizanwen (T46.964a1–6). Stevenson, “Buddhist Ritual,” 347n23, notes
the ongoing use of Renyue’s liturgy.
94. Yuanzhao’s preface to his mixed prose and verse Lanpen xiangong yi (ZZ74.1069a8–16)
notes that he modeled the ritual on a text by Zhiyuan. The verses in Yuanzhao’s sing-song Daoju
fu (ZZ59.603c6–604b7) resemble edifying songs for children.
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Zhiyuan’s essays, epistles, poems, and miscellaneous writing. Across twelve
extant books, 108 fascicles of writing by Zhiyuan survive (of an estimated 150
in total output), including lengthy commentaries on Vimalakīrtinirdeśa and
Mahāyāna Mahāparinirvāṇasūtra. This makes it possible to interpret his poetry
against his own sūtra exegesis, as I do in Chapters 4 and 6. I include additional
information about Zhiyuan’s life in Chapter 6, including his place in what
became known as the “home mountain” and “off mountain” factions. The
juxtaposition of shi by Tiantai monks against jisong by Chan monks highlights
important differences between them in terms of Buddhist doctrine as well as
literary qualities.
A large majority of monks’ poetry from the Song dynasty was written in
Chan public monasteries by abbots, monastic officers, and itinerant students.
Most poems in this book were composed by Chan monks, at least twenty-five
of them abbots. An abbot was the administrative head of a monastery compound and religious teacher of the community of monks that resided there.
A Chan monk earned the moniker Chan master when he received his first
abbatial appointment. The abbot of a Chan public monastery was necessarily
from a Chan lineage, an heir of the ineffable Buddha mind, the awakening
transmitted from master to disciple. Chan abbots performed daily and
monthly rituals in a distinctive Chan style, and instructed advanced students
in specialized Chan learning. I provide the name of the particular lineage,
or Chan family, to which each Chan master belonged, but I do not use Chan
lineages as analytic categories. Nearly all Chan abbots wrote poetry, with differences manifesting mostly in rhetoric and poetics along a spectrum. Among
the poetry of Chan monks, I distinguish the two impulses toward language
described by Robert Gimello as the “more radical” and the “conservative.”95
Radical interpretations of the dicta “do not rely on the written word” (buli
wenzi 不立文字) or “do not rely on written or spoken language” (buli wenzi
yuyan 不立文字語言) led to poetry that employed the apophatic rhetoric of
subitism, or the sudden teaching.96 Humor and misdirection, clever allusions,
and literary techniques were used to instruct students. Many of the parting
poems analyzed in Chapter 5 are examples of this style. Individual Chan
abbots did not, however, necessarily maintain a single philosophical position
on the utility or dangers of poetry and might take variously radical and conservative positions in different situations. Poems written with a conservative
attitude regard Chinese poetry more positively, viewing the literary tradition
as a valuable medium for communication. I intend these distinctions not as
hard-and-fast categories, and certainly not as sociological groups, but rather
as relative inclinations by individuals toward the usefulness and limitations
of poetry.
95. Gimello, “Mārga and Culture,” 374–379.
96. Buswell, “Ch’an Hermeneutics,” 241–245. See Gimello, “Apophatic and kataphatic
Discourse,” on the philosophical underpinnings of negative versus positive registers of discourse
in Buddhist China.
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Works by four Northern Song Chan masters appear often. First is Xuedou
Chongxian 雪竇重顯 (980–1052), a Yunmen lineage Chan abbot who was
quite a popular teacher in his own lifetime, active especially in the eastern
coastal areas near Hangzhou Bay, and very influential on the later tradition.
More than 250 of his poems are extant. Chongxian was a talented literary
stylist with a playful style. Collections of his writing were already circulating
widely in his lifetime and afterward went on to become a fixture in the Chan
canon. The second Chan master is Huanglong Huinan 黃龍慧南 (1002–
1069). A Linji abbot of public monasteries of Hunan and Jiangxi, he maintained by comparison a relatively radical attitude toward poetry, so much so
that there are only fourteen poems in his yulu. The two of Huinan’s verses
that I translate engage in straightforward subitist rhetoric and poetics. Here
I want to affirm that we should not confuse the iconoclastic rhetoric of cenobitic abbots like Huinan—what Bernard Faure calls “domesticated” radicalism meant to challenge students and lead them toward liberation—with actual
radical behavior and eremitism.97 Huinan’s verses served ritual and social
functions within an established monastic context. The least known today is
the relatively conservative figure Cishou Huaishen 慈受懷深 (1077–1132). A
Yunmen lineage Chan abbot, he headed several prominent monasteries in
Jiangnan. He then spent six years in Kaifeng as abbot of the prestigious Huilin
Chan Cloister 慧林禪院, one of two public Chan institutions within the enormous Xiangguo Monastery 相國寺 located footsteps from the imperial palace.
An early imprint dated 1135 of one of his yulu survives. Cishou crafted songs
for children, fashioned imitations of Hanshan poetry, and was generally fond
of poeticizing. The fourth figure is the important Linji lineage Chan master
Yuanwu Keqin 圓悟克勤 (1063–1135), best known for creating Blue Cliff Record
碧巖錄. I focus, however, on his extant jisong and funeral verse, poetic writing
by Keqin that addressed social and ritual situations. Keqin generally maintained a radical attitude toward language, his rhetoric focused on didacticism,
with frequent allusions to Chan lore. These four figures are useful guides to
the range of attitudes by Chan masters between 1020 and 1130, before the
Song-Jin wars precipitated the collapse of the Northern Song.98
Of the numerous mid-to-late Southern Song Chan masters, I focus most
on Xutang Zhiyu 虛堂智愚 (1186–1270), the Linji lineage abbot of several
prominent public monasteries in the Lower Yangtze region during the waning
decades of the Southern Song. As an abbot in Ningbo, Xutang encountered
numerous pilgrims from abroad and is remembered as the teacher of several
important Japanese Zen monks. Xutang is a useful example for at least four
reasons. Most important is that a redaction of his yulu dated 1269, compiled
and printed shortly after his death, survives in a Southern Song edition, of

97. Faure, Rhetoric of Immediacy, 24–31.
98. See Protass, “Geographic History,” 143–156, on some effects of the Song-Jin wars on
the demise of certain Chan lineages.
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which there is also a faithful Gozan reproduction dated 1313.99 In other words,
a collection of his poetic verse survives in an early xylographic edition created
by his own community, and not a subsequent redaction that might have been
altered by later editors. Second, the genres and modes of Xutang’s poetry
offer us a view of the poetic life of a Chan abbot at the twilight of the Song
dynasty. Third, because he had numerous Japanese disciples, including
Nanpo Jōmin 南浦紹明 (1235–1309), additional poems by his community
circulated and survived in Japan, making possible analysis of an authorial
community. A collection of sixty-eight poems created by his disciples and
other associated monks offers us a coherent set of texts composed by a clearly
defined local community. Fourth, examples of Xutang’s poetry written in his
own calligraphy survived in Japan, enabling the comparison of his poetry in
manuscript and printed forms. It is unusual for so many types of material for
one Song-era figure to survive. One may compare Xutang’s radical rhetoric
and strict monasticism with the conservative attitude toward literature of
Beijian Jujian 北磵居簡 (1164–1246) and his disciple Wuchu Daguan 物初大
觀 (1201–1268), Linji masters in the lineage of Dahui. Beijian and Daguan
were part of a network of what modern Chinese scholars call “literary monks”
文學僧.100 These Southern Song literary Chan monks are distinguished by
their production of lengthy collections of belletristic writing, each containing many hundreds of poems, and relatively brief yulu. In contrast, Xutang
Zhiyu left a comprehensive yulu and no belletristic writing. Although I discuss
the collected works of literary monks in Chap. 2, and briefly analyze some of
their writing in Chap. 4, given the constraints of space, a detailed consideration of the voluminous output by this group of Southern Song monks is
beyond the scope of this book. To review the range of monkish writers associated with Chan public monasteries, in addition to these above-mentioned
Northern Song and Southern Song Chan abbots, who displayed a range of
attitudes toward language itself, I also translate poems by lesser-known abbots
and monastic officers.
Compared with Tiantai and Chan abbots, a third group of poeticizing
monks wrote verses that do not reflect strong institutional identities. This is
likely because they did not serve as abbots of public monasteries and instead
relied on their poetry and scholarship for patronage. Some monks of this
type rose to fame as shiseng, “poet-monks,” a term often used to deprecate,
and from the mid-eighth century on, members of the literati wrote about
poet-monks who were not poets in the full sense of that term.101 This critical
denotation continued in the Song. Ye Mengde 葉夢得 (1077–1148), for
99. See the text notes in Gozan-ban Chūgoku zenseki sōkan, 8.738–743. The only known Song
edition at Seikidō bunko 成簣堂文庫 with a colophon dated 1269 is partially damaged. Per Shiina,
the 1313 Gozan edition accurately reproduces the content and structure of the Seikidō bunko
edition, except for the section clearly appended at the conclusion after the Song colophon.
100. See especially Huang Ch’i-chiang’s recent Chinese-language monographs, including
Nan Song liu wenxue seng jinian lu, which establishes this group’s sociological connections.
101. Mazanec, “Invention of Chinese Buddhist Poetry,” 33–82, explicates the genealogy of
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example, offered sweeping criticisms of even the most well-known Tang poetmonks and their numerous Song imitators, as well as disparagement of the
“monastic style of poetry, still unrefined, that [monks] make for themselves”
自作一種僧體，格律尤凡俗, and which others referred to as “monks’ poetry”
(sengshi 僧詩).102 Song-era critics, moreover, described a succession of poetmonks active from the mid-Tang through to the Song as if they formed some
kind of social institution. The bands of Tang and Song poet-monks in these
lists did not, though, constitute a Buddhist lineage in any formal sense.
Because of the negative connotations in emic usage, I avoid the term
“poet-monk” as a critical category and use it only as shorthand to refer to
this third type of monk. The primary representative of this third type is
Daoqian. Although Daoqian is not well-known to modern readers, he enjoyed
wide fame as a monastic poet in his own lifetime. Several Qing scholars
judged Daoqian’s poems to be the finest of any monk in the Song.103 Most
modern scholars still assume that Daoqian belonged to the Yunmen Chan
lineage, as implied by Chen Shidao 陳師道 (1053–1102) in an epistle that
became the preface to Daoqian’s collected works. But Daoqian never became
the abbot of a Chan monastery or otherwise participated in the institutional
life of any large public abbacy. His own disciples were known for composing
poetry more than for teaching the dharma.104 To the extent one may judge
by comparing his poetry with that of figures like Xuedou Chongxian and
Xutang Zhiyu, Daoqian only occasionally hosted itinerant students and
seldom participated in the kinds of religious learning that occurred at large
public monasteries.
Daoqian and his poetry can be better understood, I would argue, as part
of mainstream Buddhist monasticism as well as through his relationships with
local monks across sects, scholar-officials, and Kaifeng aristocracy. The most
consequential of these associations was his twenty-five-year friendship with
Su Shi 蘇軾 (1037–1101), the most celebrated literary figure of the Song
dynasty. When Su Shi was once again in exile in 1094, Daoqian sent him an
icon of Amitabha.105 Daoqian’s own writing demonstrates that he also associated with Hangzhou-area Tiantai monks. From all this we see that Daoqian
was no sectarian partisan. Daoqian’s monastic career in general differed
markedly from the successful abbots of public monasteries. These differences
mattered because they influenced the kinds of poems Daoqian wrote, which
are categorically different from much of the verse found in Chan yulu.
“poet-monk” as a term of disparagement in the mid-Tang. For continued use in the Song era,
see Protass, “Buddhist Monks and Chinese Poetry,” 116–158.
102. Shilin shihua, 1.31a–b, translated in Protass, “Flavors of Monks’ Poetry,” 137–138.
103. As in the Qing editors’ bibliographic notice, “Tiyao,” in Canliaozi shiji, SQKS.
104. More on his disciple Faying in Chap. 2 below. Another monk named Congxin 從信
(n.d.) also studied literature with Daoqian and later met Su Shi’s son Su Guo 蘇過 (1072–1123),
who wrote, “Presented to poet-monk Congxin (who studied poetry with Canliao)” 贈詩僧從信
(信學詩于參寥), Quan Song shi, 23:15464.
105. Su thanks Daoqian in a letter, Su Shi wenji, 61/1863.
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 lthough Daoqian’s poems resemble mainstream poetry, he, too, wrote about
A
a tension between the ascetic commitments of monasticism and the worldly
aesthetics of poetry.
I also treat as one of the third type of monastic writer Qisong 契嵩 (1007–
1072). Qisong was an erudite Chan monk whose poetic writings were wellregarded in his own time. He is often remembered today as a Buddhist interlocutor for prominent scholar-officials, including Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修
(1007–1072), and has often been interpreted as a key figure in historical
Confucian-Buddhist interactions.106 Although he was an active participant in
the Yunmen lineage as a social network, because he did not serve as the abbot
of a public monastery, he was not strictly speaking a full-fledged member of
the lineage. More important for us, his poetry does not resemble that of a
Chan abbot. Qisong’s poetry is more like that of a poet-monk or mainstream
literati.
Juefan Huihong 覺範惠洪 (1071–1128), a son of Jiangxi-area Buddhism,
can be compared with these poet-monks. He was, however, also a more
complex figure and was deeply engaged in sectarian learning. Although he
was a student of Chan teachers, he had a penchant for traditional sūtra exegesis, mainstream literary pursuits, and socializing. His views and their possible
significance have become the topic of scholarly debate in recent years. In
Chapter 3, I review this scholarship and offer a new interpretation of Huihong’s use of the term wenzi chan 文字禪, often translated as “literary Chan”
or “lettered Chan.”
Taking a step back and looking across this dramatis personae, I distinguish these three types of monks—Chan abbots and officers, Tiantai masters,
and poet-monks—to clarify the social, institutional, and ritual contexts of
monks’ poems, and thereby to provide a framework for doctrinal interpretation. I hope to show that our ability to interpret Song monks’ poetry is enhanced by attending to the particulars of monastic life. It is in this way that
we might reveal how religious ideals shaped individual monks’ poetic practices. It should be clear that the focus of this project is on the place of poetry
in the lives of historical Song monks rather than of eccentrics or legendary
figures. Most monks’ poetry was written by those in the mainstream of monastic history. It is that poetry that awaits attention and to which this book is
a small contribution.

Chapter Overviews
How did monastic communities in the Song dynasty construe monks’ poetry?
How did monks themselves understand the relationship between poetry and
the Buddhist path? And how did they negotiate the perceived tension between
106. Morrison, Power of Patriarchs, 5–7 and 115–120, gives a critical overview of such scholarship. My understanding of Qisong and his career builds on Morrison’s lucid analysis throughout her monograph.
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worldly aesthetics and the asceticism of men who vowed to live under monastic rule? By answering these questions, I hope to rebut the idea that monks’
poetry was meant to be impenetrable nonsense, a Zen riddle, or even necessarily that their poems were expressions of enlightenment. Modern popular
writing depicts Chan literature as an instrument for overcoming discursive
thought. But Robert Sharf has noted, on the contrary, that “the ‘obscurity’
and ‘inscrutability’ often attributed to Zen writings is merely an indication
that they were intended for an educated elite and presume familiarity with a
vast and sophisticated literary canon.”107 The same must be said of monks’
poetry.
The following chapters of this book are arranged in three parts. Part 1
looks at the construction of Chinese gāthā, or jisong, as a genre of poems authored by Song Chan monks. Chapter 1 begins with Chinese poetry and the
pre-Song and Song understandings of gāthā, including explicit definitions in
lexicons and sūtra exegeses. The latter part of the chapter considers the implicit working definitions of jisong used by Chan monks that can be recovered
from surveying the genres and modes of verse found in Song yulu. Chapter
2 describes jisong in practice, focusing on manuscripts and early recensions
of printed texts. I analyze manuscripts of Chan monks’ poetry from the Southern Song and Yuan that include a preface or colophon by the author. These
paratexts illustrate how writers themselves participated in the construction
of jisong as a form of religious poetry. I then compare manuscripts with printed
collections to reveal new details about textual practices. Finally, although we
lack direct evidence of the Chan manuscript culture of the Northern Song,
I reveal how the forewords to Northern Song yulu show how disciples collected
and edited manuscripts of their master’s verses to create printed editions. In
general, these forewords also worked to construct jisong, encouraging readers
to treat them as a kind of poetry of their own.
Part 2 reconsiders relationships between poetry and the Way. Chapter 3
critically reexamines the idea that there was a monastic movement to compose
poetry as a Buddhist path beginning in the Song dynasty. A progressive historical development in which Chan monks developed literary ways of being
is associated with the term wenzi chan and its supposed proponent, the monk
Juefan Huihong. Huihong was a talented literary stylist who composed Chan
histories, poetic criticism, and sūtra exegesis. Over a thousand poems by
Huihong survive. To my surprise, when I examined Huihong’s actual usage
of the phrase wenzi chan in context, the evidence for the most part did not
support this idea of writing poetry as a vehicle for enlightenment. On the
contrary, I believe wenzi chan was used by Huihong as a term of
self-disparagement. It was part of his rhetoric of foolishness and the residual
karma of his juvenilia. Wenzi chan was not a monastic movement in any institutional sense during the Song dynasty. Rather, it was in the late Ming that a
debate began when Zibo Zhenke 紫柏真可 (1543–1604) republished the
107. Sharf, review of Eloquent Zen, 433.
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works of Huihong and added a positive reevaluation of wenzi chan in his new
preface. I conclude in this chapter that we should not project this Ming-era
movement backwards onto the Song dynasty and should instead place Song
uses of the term wenzi chan within Song-era contexts.
Developing this idea that poetry itself is not the Way, Chapter 4 follows a
prescriptive idea, namely, poetry as “outer learning” (waixue 外學) and traces
it onto two poetic topoi. I first closely examine numerous mainstream and
sectarian disciplinary and educational texts in order to historically ground
this idea in prescriptive sources of the Song. I then interpret poems about
enjoying poetic pleasures during leisure time in the monastic schedule.
Finally, I closely read poems about the poetry demon. This chapter illuminates direct connections between prescriptive texts and poems.
In each of the final two chapters of Part 3 of this book, I shed light on
monks’ literary sociality by focusing on two genres of verse. Chapter 5 concerns parting poetry by Chan monks. One of the most conservative genres,
mainstream parting poems were written by literati to bid farewell to departing friends, disciples, and loved ones. Parting words would remain with a
traveler, who might send back a poem from the road. Like other propemptikon,
these poems offered benedictions and expressed nostalgia. Monks, by contrast, imbued their parting poems with doctrinal and philosophical meaning,
often completely contravening the common expectations of sentimental
words and warm affirmations of social relations. I argue that monks’ parting
poetry used these social norms by subverting them and thereby gave Buddhist
significance to the ordinary social practice of saying farewell.
Chapter 6 considers various kinds of mourning poetry in the Northern
Song. First, I analyze ritual verses composed by Chan abbots for monastic funerals (such as “on lowering the flame” mentioned above). “Rules of purity”
manuals prescribed the performative context for intoning these verses amid
funeral liturgies. I incorporate these ritual contexts into my literary analysis.
Ritual funerary verses were written by an abbot to address the sangha’s communal grief at the loss of a member and were in contrast to poems that expressed personal grief. These funerary verses ritually transformed a moment
of death into a potent teaching on Buddhist values. I next turn to analyzing
personal lamentations written in an overtly emotional genre. These poems
of grief were not as common among monks, who were meant to have transcended the vagaries of life and death. Monks created multiple poetic strategies in response to the all-too-human emotional reactions to mortal loss. This
series of analyses illustrates some differences among Chan monks, Tiantai
monks, and poet-monks. Together, these two chapters use genre and social
historical contexts to illustrate several ways that poetry and ritual verse figured
in the lives of Buddhist monks in the Northern and Southern Song.
Monks’ poetry of the Song dynasty was a negotiation, at least in part, of
the animating tensions between monastic asceticism and literary genre conventions. Emblematic of this dynamic are poems about “the poetry demon.”
This non-canonical demon, a minion of Māra the tempter, emerged in late-
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medieval China to describe the unbidden muse who excites the passions of
poetry. As a metaphor, the phrase depicts word craft as karmic residue and
ascribes the fashioning of literary ornamentation to unresolved mental inclinations detrimental to the Buddhist path. Ironically, most references to the
“poetry demon” are made directly in the poems themselves. Such a self-
deprecating image in a monk’s literary composition tells us as much about
historical social expectations as it does about monastic literary practices.
Conversely, nuanced interpretation of such poems depends on our knowledge of the contexts of their production. If we are to develop new lenses
through which to interpret the poetry of monks, we must first learn about the
literary subcultures from which monastic poetry emerged.

PART ONE

A Poetry of Their Own

1

Gāthā in Pre-Song and
Song Contexts

Throughout the Northern and Southern Song dynasties, poems
written by Chan masters were often referred to as ji 偈, the Chinese word for
Indic gāthā. The use of gāthā as a generic label for Chinese poetry was not
unprecedented. During the late Tang, gāthā became a creative genre for new
compositions, which were no longer just anonymous hymns in the sūtras. In
the Song the practice of writing Chinese gāthā, or jisong 偈頌, became ubiquitous among abbots of Chan public monasteries. Chinese gāthā did not,
however, merely denote Buddhist poetry. Song-era primers, commentaries,
and scriptural texts drew distinctions between Chinese gāthā as verse with
salvific power and the literary arts of mainstream poetry. These explicit definitions parallel the textual practices found in other Chan texts.
Readers in the eleventh to fourteenth centuries could encounter the
story of Huineng, the sixth Chinese patriarch of the Chan lineage, in the
Jingde-Era Record of the Transmission of the Lamp 景德傳燈錄 (hereafter Jingde
chuandenglu). This version of the famous story, much like the now well-known
Dunhuang editions of the Platform Sūtra, narrates a contest of verses. The fifth
patriarch, Hongren, would recognize the winner as the sole heir to the Chan
lineage. A Song reader of the Jingde chuandenglu might imagine Shenxiu, the
foremost learned disciple and obvious heir apparent, inscribing his verse on
the temple wall, a jisong in four lines with five characters each.1 The couplets
rhyme and the words alternate between rising and deflected tones in a standard regulated pattern. In terms of form, Shenxiu’s verse is identical to a jueju
絕句, or “quatrain,” a type of shi-regulated poem that will be introduced in
more detail below. Though the verse looks like a poem, it is treated as a gāthā.
Hongren tells the community that if they use Shenxiu’s verse and “practice
in accord with it” 依此修行, good karmic results will follow. In other words,
looking at form alone, this verse is not different from poetry, but the figures
in this text revere the verse as a religious teaching and use terms like gāthā to
refer to it. Monks in the assembly begin to recite Shenxiu’s verse. One of them
1. Jingde chuandenglu (T51.222c20–22). Shenxiu’s verse in the Dunhuang and received
Platform Sūtra is a regulated jueju poem.
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is overheard by the illiterate Huineng, who then, we are told, spontaneously
composes a response in verse form with matching rhymes. Huineng’s matching verse is a prajñāpāramitā critique of Shenxiu’s conventional diligence and
in contrast emphasizes the emptiness of all phenomena.2 Huineng, of course,
wins this dramatic contest.
Turning to poetic form, Huineng’s response repeats the same end rhymes
selected by Shenxiu, constituting a formal echo. Unlike Shenxiu’s verse,
however, Huineng’s gāthā does not completely adhere to the tonal patterns of
regulated poetry.3 Huineng’s verse is more conversational than Shenxiu’s and
departs from the formal conventions of mainstream poetry. A reader of the
text might think these infelicities reflect Huineng’s supposed illiteracy. Indeed,
if this verse were not composed in Huineng’s lifetime, as scholars currently
believe, it would be reasonable to think that “the Huineng verse” was intentionally crafted to appear unpoetic.4 Huineng wins the contest because his
verse more fully expresses the Chan teachings, regardless of the deficiencies
in his poetic meter. The learned Shenxiu’s respectable poem is bested by a
verse from the reputedly illiterate spiritual genius Huineng. The clear message
of this narrative is that literary form and aesthetic concerns, though not irrelevant, are subordinate to the conveyance of religious truth. The Dunhuang
editions of the Platform Sūtra also name these verses as ji and reflect one of the
earliest texts in which a historical Chinese monk created a jisong.
Jisong had become by Song times a creative genre for new works that could
be authored by Chinese writers. Distinctions between jisong and shi were not,
however, based on literary form. Some, but not all, shi by monks were regarded
as jisong; jisong often, though not necessarily, were carefully composed shi.
Literary devices used in Song jisong are often similar to or adapted from those
of shi. If not a formal genre distinction, then what made these differences
meaningful? Tentatively, the Song distinction between jisong and shi bears a
similarity to our distinction between “the religious” and “the worldly.” But
what did that mean to Buddhists in the Song? Furthermore, what kinds of
verse did monks write and in what relative numbers? What literary forms did
they use? And last—though an answer to this question will have to wait until
later chapters—how did normative definitions of monks’ poetry influence its
practices?
2. McRae, Seeing through Zen, 64, offers a different reading of Huineng’s verse as critique
that “could not stand alone.” The two verses form “an indivisible pair . . . a single polarity, not two
separate teachings.” Prajñāpāramitā, or “Perfection of Wisdom,” is the name of both the philosophical tradition associated with emptiness and the class of Mahāyāna texts that expound this
teaching.
3. Huineng’s verse in Jingde chuandenglu (T51.223a6–7) has a tonal error in line 1, as does
the received Platform Sūtra known as Liuzu dashi fabao tanjing (T48.348b24–25). The second
couplet is nice; however, it is undesirable that the two couplets repeat the same tonal pattern.
The earlier Dunhuang texts have not one, but two verses attributed to Huineng, both of which
have more prosodic errors than Song and Yuan editions. Yang Zengwen, Dunhuang xin ben Liuzu
tan jing, 14.
4. McRae, Seeing through Zen, 62–63.
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Some Song readers would have encountered this distinction between
worldly poetry and religious verse as it was given in the tenth-century encyclopedia Six Books of the Śākya Clan 釋氏六帖, a text sufficiently popular that
it was issued several times during the Northern Song dynasty.5 When a new
recension was published in 1103, a colophon was added that described how
the text had been used in monastic education.6 Students made personal
copies that introduced numerous errors, which the sponsors of the 1103
edition sought to correct. The erudite monastic administrator (sengzheng
僧正) of Suzhou oversaw emendations to the text prior to its publication. The
Six Books encyclopedia entry entitled “poetry and hymns” (shisong 詩頌) quotes
a short passage from the Xuanzang 玄奘 (602–664) translation of the extensive Abhidharma-mahāvibhāṣā.7
If you ask, “Among the many kinds of literary verse, what is poetry and what is not
poetry?” then you will get this response: The words of buddhas are not poetry.
Frivolous speech is poetry. Many masters have explained “the inner teachings are
not poetry, but rather the outer teachings are poetry.” For such exegetes, when
a text and its meaning are in accord, they can benefit others, and so it is not called
“poetry.” They use “poetry” to gloss literary verse of worldly types.8
問於諸文頌何者是詩，何者非詩，有作是說。佛語非詩。餘語是詩。有餘師說，
內教非詩，外教是詩。如是說者，文義相稱能引義利，不名為詩。詩謂翻此世
間文頌。

This passage distinguishes the poetry of the world from the religious words of
a buddha. That which is articulated by buddhas—here foyu 佛語, likely translated from the Sanskrit buddhavacana—must not be conflated with the merely
ornamented language of worldly poets. Song readers of The Six Books of the
Śākya Clan would likely have interpreted this passage as reflecting their own
concerns and a Chinese conception of worldly poetry. Indeed, similar distinctions between ordinary poetry and religious verse are found in Song paratexts,
such as forewords to Chan masters’ collected verses and colophons appended
to individual verses in extant manuscripts, both of which are addressed in the
next chapter. These examples illustrate how the discourse distinguishing jisong
5. Colophon at the end of Shishi liutie, 436b9, indicates that an edition was printed in 973
during Song Kaibao era, which Shiina speculates was the first printed edition. A second colophon
dated 1103 describes creation of the new recension. An extant Song edition owned by Tōfukuji
follows the format of the 1103 recension. Shiina suggests in Zengaku tenseki sōkan 6, pt. 2, 532,
that it was possibly produced from Northern Song blocks. The initial compilation is described
in Toleno, “Skilled Eating,” 70–74.
6. Zengaku tenseki sōkan 6, pt. 2, 437b.
7. Apidamo dapiposha lun (T27.660c20–28). The Xuanzang passage is cited with some abbreviations in Shishi liutie, 10/112a.
8. On “literary verse,” elsewhere this text explains, “that which is depicted by literary verses
sometimes is so and sometimes is not, but the words in many kinds of literary verses frequently
miscontrue reality” 文頌所說或然不然，諸文頌者言多過實. Apidamo dapiposha lun (T27.361c3–4).
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from poetry was put into practice. In the present chapter, I illustrate the conceptual categories as explained by Song Buddhists themselves.
The sections below continue to examine how Song Buddhists explained
the distinction between Chinese poetry and Chinese gāthā. I examine how
these issues were framed in prescriptive texts, a set of sources I call “explicit
definitions.” The Northern Song lexicographic Chrestomathy from the Ancestors’
Halls 祖庭事苑 (hereafter Zuting shiyuan), compiled by the Chan scholarmonk Mu’an Shanqing 睦庵善卿 (fl. 1108), is especially important for
showing connections between mainstream Buddhist learning and Chan learning. This reading aid for a small corpus of Chan texts incorporated earlier
exegetical traditions to provide a Chan definition of what jisong were supposed
to be, who could write them, and how were they to be read. Zuting shiyuan is
valuable for us today in part because it says things plainly so that even a student
could understand. But it gives only one interpretation (albeit a well-informed
one) of what a jisong should be and does not directly tell us what jisong actually were. That being the case, I will survey here the major poetic genres commonly found across yulu, the collections of “recorded sayings” of Song Chan
monks. I regard these genres and modes as conveying implicit definitions.
Both explicit and implicit definitions of jisong illustrate how Chan monks
constructed their own verse culture. First, however, I give two poetic examples
to illustrate the strict form of shi and the formal flexibility of jisong.

Chinese Poetry and Buddhist Verse
The Chinese word shi is often glossed in English as “poetry,” but the two words
are not one-for-one equivalents. When monks in the Song discuss poetry, they
are almost always discussing the genres of shi, not all verse. The rise of shi has
long been traced to the final years of the Han dynasty during the Jian’an reign
(196–220).9 During the Tang dynasty, shi developed into a mature tradition
with well-established conventions and themes. As early as the opening decades
of the Song dynasty, when learned men disputed the traits of fine poetry, the
Tang was heralded as a golden age.10 The modern preference to read and
study Tang poetry is indebted to the tastes of these Song men. Turning to shi
written in the Song, scholars from late imperial times down to today have
looked for general comparisons with the Tang. Seen in the shadow of Tang
poetry, Song shi appear more philosophical, more concerned with daily life,
and more enmeshed in social relations.11 Though it is a hackneyed stereotype,
there is some truth to this generalization. The persistence of this stereotype
is one reason Tang poetry remains better studied. Other qualities of Song
poetry remain topics for investigation. Recent scholarship has shown how
9. Such origin tales are largely inherited from the Six Dynasties (220–589) compilers of
the extant anthologies. See Owen, Making of Early Chinese Classical Poetry, 33–66.
10. Shields, “Defining the ‘Finest.’ ”
11. Yoshikawa, Introduction to Sung Poetry, 6–38.
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